Green Gains Top Post, Winkler Awarded Managing Editorship

Osler Warns Repression Imminent

In its elections Tuesday afternoon, the TRIPOD staff named David W. Green '71 to its top position, editor. Kenneth P. Winkler '71 was named managing editor, and both Green and Winkler have served as news editors under retiring Chairman John P. Oster '70.

David Sarasohn '71, former assistant feature editor, was promoted to a new post, city editor.

"I doubt that he really has a good feeling for the student body, particularly for those who were most active last year. I don't think he understands what's going on in the minds of those people, what they are asking for. It is too early to be sure, the man remains an enigma." Thus Senate President Leonard P. Mozzi, spoke President of the College Dr. Theodore Lockwood.

A series of interviews this week, found student leaders unwilling to make a definite evaluation of Lockwood as president at the College.

Mozzi said that Lockwood was "puzzling." "In his speeches, and in talking with him, he very seldom comes directly to the point," he explained.

SBS President Deven H. Keeny '71 characterized the president as a "sensitive administrator, one who feels the pressure of the student body much more than his predecessors."

Keeny credited Lockwood with awareness of the influential role selectively played by any college administration.

Professor and former TCC member, James M. MacClaugherty '70 is most impressed with Lockwood's Trinity College Council which got low C ratings at best from the other students interviewed.

Keeny said the council was a device used to "obfuscate real understanding of how decisions are made and policies established." The president maintains the power to, through his "monarchical veto powers, reject any thing which would bring about fundamental changes in the decisions making structure or in the authority relationships between constituent groups of this college."

MacClaughtey saw the TCC as an attempt to "eliminate cross ups in channels that resulted in the events of last spring," he also held that the College has been "drive netted from the Senate's position, a trend which he thought was unhealthy.

Mozzi interjected that the TCC's overthrowing of the Senate was the fault of the student body. Pointing out that the result of these matters the beliefs of a real dream, he said, nearly "burned itself out last year."

Keeny said that the Council made it impossible to determine who the students were, "it always appears that the president is the main actor of TCC policies." The TCC obscures the fact that the president is still the real decision maker in making element of the College community," he continued.

Through the TCC, Lockwood has thus far been able to "avoid the possibility of categorizing the student body. He cited the TCC as part of a restructuring program, which Osler created last February, and placing the editor on a twice weekly basis.

As long as the students are in accord with the administration's objectives, he stressed, there will be no repeat of last year's student uprising. "But this accord must not be taken lightly," he continued.

Recently elected Managing Editor Kenneth P. Winkler, who succeeds Rocco J. Jaffei '71 in the position, characterized the new post as being the "best small college paper in New England," the publisher chairman told the staff. "There is no one in this room who isn't making a significant contribution to the College."

He cited the fact that the TRIPOD publishes more pages per week than any other school with a student body less than 2,500 in the northeast.

Elaborating on his statement about free speech on the campus, Osler cited the need for establishing regular norms for faculty members, clearly defined budgets for departments, and freely the TRIPOD of its legal ties with the College.

He predicted that the College administration would soon make an effort to "saddle the TRIPOD with a faculty advisor," Osler recommended that the paper resist saying, "If you let them do it, you're crazy!"

Pointing out that the paper's staff often finds it necessary to overcut classes and take incomplete instead of grades, Osler said that the administration, through pressuring the faculty, could easily "cut us back to four pages per week."

He also warned against leading "questioning support" to the plans and programs of president of the College Dr. Theodore Lockwood. The new administration, he said, has a tendency to involve itself in "virtually every aspect of this community, making suggestions and legislating changes."

"The college bookstore will establish a textbook center in the old card room over Christmas vacation as part of a restructuring program." J. Penn Hargrove, the store manager, cited the move as a necessity due to lack of space in the present.

He emphasized that under the current situation, temporary racks must be set up at the beginning of each semester to accommodate the tremendous number of textbooks that must be sold. This means that the information must be packed away for up to five months of the year.

To facilitate passage between the rooms, a five foot section of the wall currently separating the two rooms will be knocked out. "In the additional room space will be limited to textbooks without disturbing the layout of the remainder of the store," stated the manager. "We will be eliminating cigarettes, candy, half of the drug items and some of the gift items to provide space for 1,000 more paperback books."

Last TRIPOD until January 21, 1969
Joy to the World

In September of this year the College was faced with a new president, new dean, new governing council, and a proposal for a new judicial system.

Dr. Lockwood has proven himself an able administrator, and a progressive initiator. His lectures last month brought to light an educational climate which he feels as a very imaginative leader. Under his guidance, the College is preparing to become coeducational, a new type of a college education.

Dr. Fuller has succeeded in totally capturing the imagination of the student body. His honesty and candor, qualities that administrators usually hide from students, has won him the respect of the entire community.

The Trinity College Council, while not quite the exciting revolutionary body that many had hoped for, is doing a more than adequate job of "ironing out the details" that had previously proved obstacles to all progress. It has served as a clearing house for suggestions, complaints, and proposals. Through its efforts, much more will be accomplished in the coming semesters.

The story on the proposed judicial system, is unfortunately not so bright. The Commission on Regulatory Procedures did a sloppy job at the appeal level, and an unnecessary double jeopardy at the review level. The Immaculate Conception comes up in three months.

To shift from saber to fall for a moment, I must congratulate Mr. Keith for discovering "natural eloquence" in the role of Bella/Bello Cohen. This is one of the more individual discoveries of the year, and led me to consider more seriously than otherwise might suggestion that the staging film shown on Screen 2 was "unintellectual." If Mr. Keith were not so unfortunately put under stress by sexual references, I might suggest he read Deleuze's PHILOSOPHY IN THE BEDROOM for intellectual sex.

In short, Mr. Keith's review is a helpful argument not only for co-education at Trinity but for education itself. Let us, in the spirit of the season, hope that Mr. Keith will soon have occasion to become "lost amid the gambolings of Eros" without excessive stress. Thus relieved, he might turn his generating powers to reading ULYSSES, copies of which are currently available in the College bookstore.

Stephen M. Bloom

LETTERS to the chairman

To the Chairman:

Mr. Vaughn P. M. Keith to be commended for the intellectual dislike he has exhibited in essaying a critical review of a species of happening as if it were a play by an author whose one play, XERXES, was not presented at the College.

This last inanity might his suggestion that the staging film shown on Screen 2 was "unintellectual." If Mr. Keith were not so unfortunately put under stress by sexual references, I might suggest he read Deleuze's PHILOSOPHY IN THE BEDROOM for intellectual sex.

Further rewards are due Mr. Keith for evaluating the merits and demerits of a novel he obviously has not read. The skill he displays in this enterprise should make him far in English courses at Trinity. It has been some time now since anyone who has read ULYSSES—possibly over-structures work—has suggested that its author writes incoherent blends.

Mr. Keith is irritated by what he considers "an excessive stress laid upon sex." It seems more likely that our Joycean treatment of sex has laid an excessive strain upon Mr. Keith every thirty seconds or so. We are very sorry about this and hope Mr. Keith feels better soon. He should find solace in the Virgin Mary we are to celebrate shortly. The Immaculate Conception comes up in three months.

Call 'em after midnight. Midnight is the happy time when long distance rates really drop out of sight. (You can even reach that far-out, far-away friend in California for just 75 cents!) Of course, if you don't want to stay up that late, call anytime after 7 p.m. — you're still in bargainville. (The most you pay for a call to any place in the country is a buck.) And you get that same break every Saturday and Sunday, all day long. The chart gives you the lowdown on low rates. Wouldn't some far-out Phonoable like to hear from you tonight?

The Phonables...

NOW THAT YOU'RE ONE OF THE PHONABLES, HERE'S THE CHEAPEST WAY TO GET HOLD OF YOUR FAR-OUT FRIENDS.
Put this puzzle together and find out what's the one beer to have when you're having more than one.

(Hint: It's the best-selling beer in the East.)
In Fencing Coach

Trinity Sports Get A Touch of Class

by Pete Wantz

A new touch of international flavor and class has been added to Trinity sports in Gerald G. Finger, the College's new fencing coach. He is not really a "coach," however, as in the fencing world, the coach is called the professor instead.

Professor Finger has brought an international background and vast amount of knowledge to the fencing team, which had not had a coach this season. Captain Ray Viscardi stated, "At the beginning of the year those of us who knew fencing tried to teach the others, but we just were not putting across. With the Professor, however, I think it was really a worthwhile endeavor.

The Professor first learned fencing in 1940 as a student at Blackrock College, in Dublin, Ireland. He practiced four hours a day for the Blackrock team and at 18 was a finalist in the Senior Fencing Championships of Ireland. He also was a finalist in both the epee and sabre championships. Later, he was chosen to represent Ireland in the Quadrangulars, against England, Wales, and Scotland.

Moving to Africa in 1958 he founded the University of Nairobi Fencing Club. Eventually, a unique new touch was added to the Blackrock team by his recruiting upwards of 200 people. He taught the men's decathlon fencing class at the University of Nairobi.

In 1962 the Professor moved to Hartford and discovered that the Insurance City had no fencing to speak of. He started the Hartford Fencing Class, teaching about 150 students a year.

This is an interesting story concerning how Trinity acquired his services. Some students, who have been fenced by him, stated that he learned that Trinity had a fencing team and came to the Washington Room to watch a practic. "As I got near the door," he related, "I heard "bleed trini". I decided to do something about it,"

Now, in addition to selling insurance, driving a taxicab, and teaching fencing at his school, Professor Finger is an active fencer himself. He has been in almost every major tournament since he started fencing, and has won a number of them, including the All-Ireland Championship of England.

When asked what kind of fencing Trinity had, he replied more candidly that most sports coming from Ireland are "far more open," as they are not so much concerned with winning or losing. "They're more concerned with the sport itself," he said.

"The most important thing is that the students enjoy themselves. They have a good time, and that is the main thing." He also stressed the importance of having good equipment and a good coach to help the students improve.

Fencing is one of the more unique sports in the world, where it is possible to be a world-class athlete at the same time as being a successful businessman, and as a result, it has a large following among the wealthy.

At Trinity, too, fencing is somewhat unique. It is classified as an intramural sport, which means that freshmen are allowed to play, while there are training rules, and a large number of Trinity students have taken up the sport.

This seems to be what sports should be in Trinity or anywhere, where the students can learn about the sport, enjoy it, and participate actively, have fun, and be stimulated by an athletic program. Sports such as baseball, basketball, or any major sport played at the College seem to offer this. The real question is "Can we conquer class divide? Can they meet these demands and if not, should they be chosen?"

Some students have more on this aspect of the sport.

"This is a great opportunity for students to give it a try. I think that Trinity sports have a lot to offer. There are cultures involved in the sport, and the importance of learning about the sport."

In the words of Professor Finger, it is important to learn about the sport, the culture, and the history of the sport, in order to fully understand and appreciate it.

Bantam Offense Annihilates Tufts

As Pantalone, Greenblatt Sparkle

Incredible is the only description of Tuesday night's contest between the Tufts and Trinity basketballers, as Joe Pantalone and Howie Greenblatt went on a scoring rampage in the Hilltoppers crushing 102-81 win over the visitors.

Tufts was never behind in the contest, along with Godfrey, and Greenblatt's outside shooting throughout the affair made sure and Greenblatt's outside shooting throughout the affair made sure the Bantams move into the heart of the season during the opening three games.

Pantalone left off. The Bants took an early lead in the game and Greenblatt finding the hoop consistently from the outside, Trinity was never behind in the opening three games.

In the final minute, much to the delight of the fans, Pantalone wound up with 35 for the season's best in recent years.

This Special Not Made To Go Out

They Said It Couldn't Be Done
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